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demethylation provide protection against varia-
tions that may be encountered in the worm’s
natural environment. These roles in ensuring the
robustness of cell conversion in stressful circum-
stances may underlie invariant Td under normal
conditions. Last, our in vivo results suggest that
Set1 and jmjd-3.1 perform highly conserved roles
across phyla and cell types to reinforce TF-driven
changes in identity. Indeed, modulation of H3K4
and H3K27 methylation state has been shown
to regulate somatic reprogramming (21–23).
Specifically, the core Set1 subunit, Wdr5, was re-
cently shown to interact with and potentiate
Oct4’s roles in the initial phases of mammalian
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cell induction (22).
Furthermore, Jmjd3 was found to specifically
inhibit the initial stages of iPS reprogramming
(23), drawing a distinct parallel to its disrup-
tion of the initial stages of Td we observed.
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SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

Programmable on-chip DNA
compartments as artificial cells
Eyal Karzbrun,1* Alexandra M. Tayar,1* Vincent Noireaux,2 Roy H. Bar-Ziv1†

The assembly of artificial cells capable of executing synthetic DNA programs has been
an important goal for basic research and biotechnology. We assembled two-dimensional
DNA compartments fabricated in silicon as artificial cells capable of metabolism,
programmable protein synthesis, and communication. Metabolism is maintained by
continuous diffusion of nutrients and products through a thin capillary, connecting protein
synthesis in the DNA compartment with the environment. We programmed protein
expression cycles, autoregulated protein levels, and a signaling expression gradient,
equivalent to a morphogen, in an array of interconnected compartments at the scale of
an embryo. Gene expression in the DNA compartment reveals a rich, dynamic system that
is controlled by geometry, offering a means for studying biological networks outside a
living cell.

I
n the past decade, cell-free gene expression
reactions have been used to design synthet-
ic biological systems, including droplets for
molecular evolution (1), a vesicle bioreactor
toward an artificial cell (2), regulatory (3–6)

and morphogenetic-like genetic circuits (7), as
well as assembly of protein complexes (8–10).
Thus far, the lack of efficient protein turnover
has prevented the emergence of expression dy-
namic patterns, such as oscillations, in a con-
tinuous expression bioreactor or vesicle (2, 11).
Microfluidic chips containing switching valves
and addressable fluidic chambers (12, 13) have
succeeded in implementing steady-state and
dynamic protein synthesis reactions (14). How-
ever, micrometer-scale positional information
encoded in diffusive concentration gradients of
proteins and mRNA, as in a morphogenetic sce-
nario (15), is washed away in flow-driven expres-
sion compartments. Here, we present a solid-state
biochip approach for the assembly of an artificial
cell, which enables protein turnover, materials
exchange with the environment, a capacity to en-
code and express genes at high surface density
within a controlled geometry, and the ability to
maintain micrometer-scale positional informa-
tion in diffusive molecular gradients.
Dense phases of end-attached, linear double-

stranded DNA templates (DNA brushes) were
assembled by chemical photolithography (16, 17)
on the surface of circular compartments carved
in silicon with radius R = 50 mm and depth h = 1
to 3 mm (Fig. 1, A and B, and figs. S1 to S3). The
DNA compartments were connected to a 30-mm-
deep flow channel through thin capillaries of
widthW = 20 mm and length L = 50 to 300 mm.
The device was sealed, and Escherichia coli
cell extract (18, 19) was continuously flown in
the main channel. Reaction components were
transported by diffusion into the DNA compart-

ment because of the high resistance to flow
through the capillary (fig. S4). Proteins were
synthesized in the DNA compartment and
diffused out to the flow channel through the
capillary. A linear protein concentration gra-
dient formed along the capillary, decaying from
amaximal value in theDNA compartment,where
its distribution was homogenous, down to zero at
the channel junction (Fig. 1C). The protein linear
gradient persisted throughout the duration of
expression, which reached a steady-state concen-
tration (fig. S5). The dilution through the capillary
leads to an emergent effective protein lifetime,
t ¼ pR2

WD L, that is obtained by solving the diffu-
sion equation in the compartment geometry,
where D is the protein diffusion constant (sup-
plementary materials).
The effective protein lifetime enabled us to

observe gene expression dynamics, including
steady states (Fig. 1D) and oscillations (Fig. 1E).
Figure 1D shows expression of green fluorescent
protein (GFP) through a positive feedback gene
construct, which is self-activated by the AraC pro-
tein dimer in the presence of arabinose (20) (fig.
S6). The kinetics was characterized by a sharp
onset after a 2-hour delay and reached a steady-
state level for over 8 hours. To implement an os-
cillatory gene expression dynamics, we used an
activator-repressor network with sigma factor
s28 for activation and the lambda phage cI re-
pressor (fig. S6 and tables S1 to S3). The net-
work exhibited emergent oscillations for many
hours with a period of ~2.5 hours (Fig. 1E). Fur-
thermore, the high concentration of regulatory
proteins near the DNA brush enabled direct im-
aging of transcription regulation. We imaged
repression of transcription by using a negative-
feedback construct that codes for a fusion of a
Cro repressor dimer and GFP, expressed under
a Cro-regulated promoter (fig. S6). The synthe-
sized fusion protein bound the repressor site ad-
jacent to the promoter, thereby localized the
GFP signal to the DNA brush (Fig. 1F) and led
to a reduced self-regulated expression levels in
steady state.
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In order to investigate the effect of compart-
ment geometry on the reaction-diffusion dynam-
ics, we fabricated a device with varying capillary

length and integrated up to 80 compartments
on the chip. First, we studied three single-gene
constructs as a function of the capillary length:

unregulated, positive-feedback, and a negative-
feedback construct (Fig. 2, A to C, and fig. S6).
GFP appeared in the compartments in hierarchical

830 15 AUGUST 2014 • VOL 345 ISSUE 6198 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional DNA compartments and
emergent genenetworkdynamics. (A) DNA brushes
patterned (red squares) in circular compartments
(h ≈ 2 mm), carved in silicon, and connected through
a diffusive capillary to a channel flowing a cell-free
expression reaction. (B) Overlay of expressed GFP
in the compartment and end-labeled DNA brush
images. (C) GFP intensity profile in arbitrary units
(AU) of an unregulated construct along the capillary
after 4 hours of expression. (D) Steady-state dynam-
ics of a positive-feedback construct reported by GFP.
(E) Emergent oscillation of an activator-repressor
network. (F) Repressor-GFP fusion binding its own
promoter during expression of a self-repressed DNA
construct. Scale bar indicates 100 mm. GFP intensity
was taken from single reactors and averaged over
the compartment area with error bars the size of
data points.

Fig. 2. Gene network dynamics regulated by geometry. Expression dynamics of GFP in the DNA compartment with L = 50 to 300 mm as denoted and for
five different constructs: (A) unregulated, (B) positive feedback, (C) negative feedback, (D) activator-repressor network with activator s28 and repressor cI, and
(E) activator-repressor network with activator s38 and repressor cI. (F) Maximal GFP intensity as a function of the capillary length for the constructs in (A) to
(C). Error bars represent standard variation over three repeats. Fluorescence images of (G) DNA brushes before expression and (H) GFP expression of the
unregulated construct after 3 hours. Scale bar, 100 mm.
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order, lighting up first in the short capillary
(50 mm) and attaining low expression levels com-
pared with longer capillaries (Fig. 2A and movie

S1). The onset time, ton(L), was indeed linear in
the capillary length for the three constructs, as
predicted (fig. S7). In the positive-feedback con-

struct, therewas a long delay, 1 to 2.5 hours, before
expression onset. The steady-state protein levels
of the unregulated and positive-feedback con-
structs were proportional to t and increased
linearly with the capillary length over an order
of magnitude (Fig. 2F), in accord with the solu-
tion to the diffusion equation (supplementary
materials). The negative-feedback construct ex-
pression levels were low and independent of
length for L > 100 mm (Fig. 2F). For short cap-
illaries, L < 100 mm, steady state was not main-
tained because of rapid diffusion through the
channel. All constructs showed a linear GFP pro-
file along the capillary (fig. S8). Expression levels
showed 10% variation between experiments (figs.
S9 and S10).
We next explored the activator-repressor net-

work, which exhibited oscillations and pulses of
gene expression. In the first network (Fig. 2D),
we used the sigma factor s28 for activation and
the cI repressor (as in Fig. 1E). The network ex-
hibited oscillations with a period linear in the
capillary length (fig. S11). Oscillations were also
obtained at a different activator:repressor DNA
stoichiometry and with the addition of a Cro

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 15 AUGUST 2014 • VOL 345 ISSUE 6198 831

Fig. 4. Protein gradients in one-dimensional arrays. (A) DNA brush pat-
terned in an array of seven connected compartments. (B) Image of GFP
gradient after 3 hours of expression and (C) the resulting profile along the
x axis. Solid line is an exponential fit, e–x/l, with l = 380 T 40 mm averaged
over three experiments. Scale bar, 100 mm. (D to F) A one-step gene ex-
pression cascade in the array: activator (denoted A) patterned in the first

compartment and activated GFP (denoted B) patterned at the (D) second
or (E) fourth compartment. In green is the GFP profile expressed from gene
B. In gray, the activator profile, as measured in a parallel array on the same
chip. Error bars in (C) to (E) represent standard deviation of fluorescence
data in a single gradient. (F) Kinetics of GFP expressed from gene A (circles)
and gene B at the second (squares) and fourth (triangles) compartments.

Fig. 3. Communication between DNA compartments. (A) Fluorescent image of DNA brush overlaid
with the activator (denoted A)–repressor (denoted B) network scheme. The distance between com-
partments A and B varied, d = 50 to 300 mm. Scale bar, 100 mm. (B) GFP expression kinetics at
compartment A for different distances between compartments, as denoted.
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repressor protein (fig. S11). By replacing the ac-
tivator with a weaker sigma factor, s38, we ob-
tained a single pulse dynamics (Fig. 2E). Increasing
the ratio of activator to repressor genes in the
brush changed the dynamics from a pulse to a
steady state of high expression levels (fig. S12).
Targeting degradation of GFP fused to SsrA or
YbaQ tags by the ClpXP complex endogenously
present in the cell-free extract (21) showed no
detectable difference in dynamics (fig. S13).
We next showed diffusion-based communica-

tion with the activator-repressor network sepa-
rated into two connected compartments (Fig. 3
and movie S2). Compartment A was positioned
200 mm away from the feeding channel, and the
distance to compartment B varied, d = 50 to
300 mm. Compartment A was patterned with ac-
tivator genes coding for the transcription ini-
tiation factor s38 and a GFP reporter (Fig. 3A).
Compartment B encoded for the lambda phage
repressor cI regulated by a s38 promoter. GFP
appeared after 1 hour in compartment A for all
capillary lengths and independently of d (Fig. 3B
and fig. S14). After expression in compartment
A, the activator s38 diffused into compartment
B and activated the cI repressor expression. In
turn, the repressor diffused back to compart-
ment A and shut down s38 expression, thereby
creating a spatiotemporal pulse (Fig. 3B). The
typical time at which expression shuts off varied
from 4 to 8 hours andwas linear with d (fig. S14).
In a related experiment, the positions of A and
B were exchanged, resulting in a pulse with
onset time and pulse width proportional to d
(fig. S15).
A one-dimensional array of seven compart-

ments was assembled parallel to the flow chan-
nel (Fig. 4). The compartments, d = 200 mm
apart, were interconnected by capillaries of
length Lx = 100 mm and connected to dilution
capillaries of length Ly = 150 mm (Fig. 4A). A
DNA brush coding for GFP was patterned in
the first compartment of the array. A gradient
of GFP appeared along the array with a maxi-
mum intensity at the DNA compartment, drop-

ping in a series of linear steps betweenneighboring
compartments, andwith a constant intensitywith-
in the compartments (Fig. 4, B and C). The over-
all profile had an exponentially decaying envelope,
e–x/l, with a decay length l = 380 T 40 mm av-
eraged over three experiments. By considering
the diffusion equation in the array, we theoreti-
cally derived a similar value, l ¼ d

ffiffiffiffi
Ly

Lx

q
= 245 mm,

that is determined only by geometry and is in-
dependent of protein diffusion constant (supple-
mentary materials).
To examine the response to a signaling mole-

cule in the one-dimensional array, we used a gene
expression cascade. The activator gene, coding
for s28, was patterned in the first compartment
of the array and a GFP under a s28 promoter in
the second or fourth compartment (Fig. 4, D
and E). The activator gene generated a protein
concentration gradient along the array, and the
reporter gene generated a profile that was max-
imal at the reporter compartment and decayed
along the array in a piecewise linear profile. The
reporter genewas activatedwith a delay that was
dependent on its location along the array and
distance from the source (Fig. 4F). The asymmetry
in the GFP profile along the array (Fig. 4E) orig-
inated from residual flow between compartments
(fig. S16).
The present approach for an artificial cell of-

fers a means to program a variety of gene ex-
pression reactions and biological networks with
a high degree of control that is amenable to
prediction and theoretical modeling (22). The
diffusion-based information transfer between ad-
jacent compartments allows us to envisage a net-
work of connected compartments with emergent
spatial-temporal patterns as in morphogenesis.
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